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CARTF 
 Telecommute  

October 2, 2020 

MINUTES 
 
Joshua Wickard- Public Defender (Chairman)   Jennifer Tachell– Educator (Vice-Chairman)  
Michelle Weir- DHW, Family & Children Services  Susan Bradford, MD – Pediatrician 
Dina Flores-Brewer-Children with Disabilities   Jennifer Bergin- Attorney  
Sheila Sturgeon Freitas, PhD– Mental Health  Hon. Steve Clark- Civil Magistrate Judge 
Doug Giddings-Idaho County Sheriff       Galen Carlson- Prosecuting Attorney 
Melissa Osen– Foster Youth     Tahna Barton – CASA    
James Curb – Homeless Education Liaison  Hon. Mark Rammell- Criminal Magistrate Judge 
Jill Robertson– Parent     Nadine McDonald – Juvenile Justice 
open- Child Advocate Attorney   Molly Vaughn– Victim Services Coordinator 
 

Mindy Peper – Task Force Support  

 
ABSENT  

Guests: Courtney Boyce- District 4; John Sahlin- District 1; Cindy Floyd- District 3; Bob Thomas- 
District 6; Allison Berkson- new member of District 4; Val and Brian McCulley- District 4; Elizabeth 
Johnson- District 5 

Welcome 
Wickard welcomes everyone. Wickard welcomes James Curb. Curb introduces 
himself and will represent CARTF as the homeless youth advocate. CARTF 
reviews September minutes. Robertson makes a motion to approve the 
September minutes with noted changes, Giddings seconds, all in favor and so 
moved.   
 
Subcommittee Updates 
Conference (Tachell, Robertson, Sturgeon Freitas): no new updates at this time. 
 
Publications (Tachell, Brewer, Sturgeon Freitas): met at the end of regular 
September meeting. Samples have been ordered to look over for more updated 
materials as well as a price list.  Also, compiling a list of website updates for 
Peper. Lastly, working on updating the Care Enough to Call Spanish brochure.  
Regarding the website, may want to investigate some type of translation add-on 
or extension for multiple languages. McDonald stepped away from the 
publications committee and there is a need for an additional person on the 
subcommittee. Sturgeon Freitas mentions this may be a time to create a new 
COVID-19 resource that address the unexpected for children and courts given 
the changes in process and timelines. Robertson suggests we can do something 
on change in general, not just COVID related…something about expecting the 
unexpected. Sturgeon Freitas says one of the ways to help a child outside of 
educating them is to give the kids a way to interpret the experience, visually, 
written, verbally. Share the basic process and then explain, without reaction and 
anxiety, some of the things that may happen instead along with reassurance that 
it is okay that it looks a little different this time. Clark mentions there are two 
levels to this, one being things are different due to COVID and our new 
adaptation to technology, but also just that life changes and there are things that 
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can happen that are out of our control.  Sturgeon Freitas mentions that our 
current publications do not cover some of the more usual things that can happen, 
like an appeal. Brewer mentions that these unexpected changes can trigger a 
child who has disabilities, and some notice is helpful. Barton mentions perhaps if 
we had a companion guide for parents or the adults it might be helpful.  Tachell 
brings it back to the publications committee.  Weir mentions that we could link the 
Preparing Kids for Court video link to our website. 
 
Grants (Barton, Weir, McDonald): no new updates, hoping to meet in the next 
week or so. 
 
Citizen Review Panel Presentation 
Wickard and Weir welcomes the Citizen Review Panel representatives from 
throughout the state.  
 
Attending: Courtney Boyce- District 4; John Sahlin- District 1; Cindy Floyd- 
District 3; Bob Thomas- District 6; Allison Berkson- new member of District 4; Val 
and Brian McCulley- District 4; Elizabeth Johnson- District 5 
 
Weir explains the work that we do at CARTF and that we are excited to hear from 
each panel.  
 
Sahlin- District 1- explains that they look at all child protection cases in their 
district that are more than 120 days old and then write a quarterly report to the 
legislative. District 1 also hosts a meeting in which people who are involved with 
at-risk youth and service providers can discuss and strategize solutions. Sahlin 
discusses his background with cases in CASA and then also discusses specific 
issues in district 1- disclosures, shelter, and assessment and treatment protocol.  
Regarding death of children in an abuse case, seeing a lack of communication 
between DHW and law enforcement and DHW and treatment providers. 
Mentions in Kootenai County there is no active MDT. Seeing a delay between 
prosecution and reunification. Finally, other problems include that there seems to 
be a big discrepancy between services, ability to pay, affordability of services, 
delays in assessments, and treatment of children. 
 
Floyd- District 3- seeing an increase in cases during COVID and a backup in the 
court time. Also seems that DHW wants to reunify even when it’s deemed these 
families should not be reunified. Parents asked to go through evaluations and 
then seems DHW doesn’t follow the recommendations. Seeing that lack of 
resources in mental health are poor and takes up to a year for a psych evaluation 
and large gaps of time before receiving counseling. They feel that DHW puts 
welfare of families over children. Feels that DHW is understaffed and caseloads 
are too large. Also, not seeing support or follow through from DHW post-
adoption.  
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McCulley- District 4- adds to the discussion that each district operates on their 
own however, some of the issues overlap in each district. In District 4, reviewing 
cases has been very difficult due to sheer numbers. DHW does provide 
information but hard to mine anything of value from it.  Took a year and half to 
get approval from DHW to be able to interview foster families, a crucial part of 
case review. Struggle with constant resistance from DHW and told no to ideas 
and solutions. Find a significant conflict in protecting the child and their best 
interests and DHW’s desire to reunify with the birth family. Feel the system of 
DHW is broken and causes more trauma on children. Has observed times when 
DHW has given incomplete information or misrepresented evidence to the judge 
out of error or bias. They also see withholding of services to foster families and 
foster children. They know DHW has a very high caseload and knows there must 
be a better way. Current laws in IDAPA rules are often not followed without 
consequences. District initiatives include a cover sheet that allows anyone who 
approaches that case will have critical data at their fingertips. They are also 
pushing for trauma informed care statewide with standardized scoring. 
Additionally, have concern with how group homes are regulated and licensed and 
looking into that.  In the end, looking for better ways to help children and keep 
them safe. 
 
Johnson- District 5- first, would agree with what other districts report and their 
concerns. District 5 is fully staffed and has a social worker, a doctor, a nurse, law 
enforcement, casa reps, day care provider, and so on. They have reviewed about 
80 cases so far and has taken time to talk with people from all walks of life in 
child protection- asking about strengths, weaknesses, challenges, and problem 
solving. Of the 80 cases, 11% involved documented sexual abuse. Of those, 
25% showed more than 4 referrals and a history pointing toward it. There is a 
breakdown between legal prosecution and child protection. Did not have cases 
that resulted in fatality. Regarding children with disability, broken down into 
categories as follows. With mental health disabilities, 42% had documented 
mental health issues in the child.  Children with medical health-related 
disabilities, 33% had health related problems. With behavioral disabilities, 15% 
with documented behavioral health issues. Regarding parental mental health, 
57% had documental mental health issues. Seventy-three percent of those 
parents had documented drug abuse addiction, with 83% of those being meth 
use.  
 
District 5 is proposing a new model to assessment- a shelter care assessment 
center for 4-week assessment and intake to assign tailored services to child and 
families. They feel this will decrease foster family secondary trauma, foster family 
turnover, social work caseload, better foster family matches, build and deliver 
better CPS services in one place with better timelines, better trauma 
assessments, and decreased trauma to kids. This has been given to several 
senators who are looking at this.  
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Other major proposal is what is called child protection court. This model used to 
exist in the state. Currently, one region has continued it. It is similar to drug-court 
model and expects judges to review treatment plans, counseling orders, recovery 
attendance. Causes the adults to be more accountable and within a timeline that 
is healthier for the children.  
 
Thomas- District 6- at the panel level case review, they used to have access to 
foster families, children, aged-out reports, but now much of that has gone away. 
There is a lot that the panel can no longer see or review—have to go through 
DHW to get answers. Used to be able to participate in a child’s fatality review, but 
no longer able to do that since the reorganization of citizen review panels. Over 
the past year District 6 has looked at what other states are doing. There district is 
not trained on how to handle cases with disabilities but do have providers that 
they can outsource to.  
 
No representatives from District 2 or 7. 
 
Weir asks the panels about the YES assessments and if they have seen any 
cases that have utilized that. Johnson says yes, they have seen the CANS 
assessments and they are very good but seems there is a breakdown as to 
where or who is to lead the services needed and identified in the CANS 
assessment. Weir says behavioral health is to take the lead. Johnson says she 
feels the reality is the timeline is still very long, services are hard to come by, 
especially in rural areas, and there seems to be confusion on who does what. 
McCulley adds that the assessment is only the first step, but what happens with 
that info is what is important, and they have not seen the follow through with that 
part of things.  Floyd adds that many times the kids bounce around between 
social workers and group homes, and they are not receiving the appropriate 
services or follow-through. Weir talks about how the CANS is good at scoring 
trauma but also looks at how or if the trauma is manifesting in their daily life, 
which helps tailor treatment. Sturgeons Freitas says there are lots of upsides to 
CANS but the downside is that those who are providing services are still new to 
these treatments. Also, because those referrals are now tied to YES and 
Medicaid, those who don’t take Medicaid are no longer being asked to help and 
therefore, many of those who are, are new in these treatment areas.   
 
Barton asks is there a place where CARTF can get the quarterly reports from 
each citizen review panel. McCulley says that it is a protected report but states 
that each region would directly work with the task force. Weir says that there is 
an annual report and it includes the department’s response to the CRP findings. 
Weir will send the link to Peper to share on our website and send to CARTF task 
force.  Wickard asks if Weir will include regional contact info. Johnson says the 
best person to go through to get that info is to go through Roxanne at DHW or 
the health department liaison.  
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Wickard thanks the citizen review panels and states one of the things they will do 
is to talk about how they can support and strengthen the work they are doing and 
hope to have them back in the near future to continue this discussion.  
 
CARTF holds a post-discussion about how they can make an impact with what 
they have learned today. Wickard asks what the structure is of citizen review 
panels. Each panel is independent, and they have a public health district liaison, 
a contact at the DHW, and are funded through the CAPTA grant by way of DHW. 
Annually, they meet and review their findings with one another. They also meet 
annually with the foster care oversight committee. They also have a very 
clarifying purpose of reviewing cases that are more than 120 days old. Giddings 
asks how we measure the successes of what all these committees do. Weir 
states there is a national database that follows them and asks their outcomes at 
age 17, 19, and 21.  
 
Wickard says would be helpful to write up a report in what we have found and 
done in this area and provide to the governor.  Weir mentions it could be added 
to the CJA annual report and that can be shared with the feds and the governor.  
 
CFR Team Update 
No new updates. Next meeting is November 5th. Barton will meet with new 
analyst, Smutny, next week to work on bringing together information for next 
case review. 
 
Review 3-year and Annual Strategies 
Wickard directs the task force to page 26 in the three-year report. He asks the 
task force to look over those goals.   
 
Goal 2: Does it need rewritten? How can CARTF address the issues we see and 
recommend changes needed in a formal way that is acceptable to the Governor’s 
Office? Wickard will have a discussion with Sarah Stover to get a feel for how 
they would want us to proceed with these issues. 
 
This conversation will be continued in November and January. 
 
New Business 
No new business. 
 
Next Meeting: November 6, 2020, SpringHill Suites in Boise 
 
Upcoming Meetings/ Agendas  
Plan future speakers- October 
Suicide Prevention Council 
Three-year CARTF strategies- November/January 
Changes and ideas to publications and process- November  
Deb Alsaker-Burke- June 
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Tabled grants and nominations 
Central intake 
YES 
Foster youth panel- not during COVID 
Citizen Review panel- October meeting 
CASA 
Casey Program 
INCAC- attending September meeting 
Conference Update- Grossman or every other year 
Appointments and Executive Order Updates 
Approval of final CFRT annual report 
Upper Valley Child Advocacy Center- March 
Budget update and report 
Legislative update 
CFRT Update 
Subcommittee updates (grants, conferences, publications) 
What team members are seeing around the state 
 
 
Standing agenda items. 
 
Adjourn 
 


